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ABSTRACT
Background: Barrett’s esophagus (BE) is an acquired disease
defined by the presence of intestinal metaplasia with goblet cells in
the distal esophagus. The prevalence of BE has increased dramatically over the last years.
Aims: The primary aims of the study were to analyze the characteristics of BE and esophageal adenocarcinoma (EAC) in a Spanish health district during a follow-up period.
Methodology: Sociodemographic factors, alcohol consumption and cigarette smoking were analyzed. We also studied the
histological behavior and cause of death in each group.
Results: In the present study 430 patients were included, 338
with BE and 92 with EAC. Incidence rates have risen from 2.25
and 1.25 per 100,000 inhabitants in 1996 to 6.5 and 4.75 per
100,000 in 2011, respectively. In the EAC group, male gender,
age and alcohol consumption were higher in comparison to the BE
group, and the overall survival was 23 months. In the BE group,
the main causes of death were non-esophageal cancer and cardiovascular disease.
Conclusions: The incidence and prevalence rates of AEC and
BE have risen over the past years. Risk factors for these conditions
were male gender, age and alcohol consumption. Long BE (> 3 cm)
is involved in dysplasia progression. AEC diagnosis mainly occurs
after neoplasia is detected and, in a few cases, due to a previous
BE. Cardiovascular diseases and non-esophageal cancers have been
found to be the main cause of death in BE patients.
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INTRODUCTION
Barrett’s esophagus (BE) is an acquired disease defined
by the presence of intestinal metaplasia changes in the
distal esophagus in which the normal squamous epithelial
cells are replaced by columnar epithelium, mainly as a result of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) (1,2). The
actual prevalence of GERD among the general population
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remains unknown. Recent studies performed in Western
countries have shown that 20-25% of the adult population experience GERD symptoms at least once a week
(3,4). In Europe, 10% of the population report GERD
symptoms at least once a week and 20% experience them
occasionally, with an approximate annual rate of 4%
(5-7). Regarding BE, the overall estimated incidence in
the general population is 1 to 2% (8-10). According to
epidemiological studies performed in Endoscopy units,
when endoscopic examinations are carried out in the absence of GERD symptoms, BE is observed in 0.05-2%
of cases. However, when preceded by GERD symptoms,
it may be seen in up to 12% of cases. In the last years,
prevalence of BE in Southern Europe has alarmingly increased from 6.51/100,000 inhabitants to 76.04/100,000
inhabitants (1985-2001, respectively) (11-13). In other
countries, a significant increase has also been observed in
the general population, ranging from 0.08-2% in the period 1987-1996 to 4% in 2004 (14-17). The main concern
of BE lies in its neoplastic potential, as the overall risk
of progression to EAC is 0.5-1% per year (18). Nevertheless, and despite all the available diagnostic tests, up
to 40% of EAC patients do not refer to previous GERD
symptoms, thus most of the cases are diagnosed in an advanced phase (19).
So far, the relationship between GERD and the development of BE and EAC remains unexplained, although
some factors are thought to increase this risk (genetic factors, age, male gender, obesity, alcohol consumption and
cigarette smoking).
The main aim of this study was to analyze the behavior of BE and EAC in a Spanish health district during a
specific follow-up period. Our secondary aims were to
study those risk factors associated with BE and the histological behavior of BE during that period, evaluating survival and cause of death in these patients.
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Authorization from the Ethics Committee was obtained in order to include patients in this study. Patients with BE and/or EAC
histologically confirmed results between 1996 and 2011 were included. Those with endoscopic diagnosis unconfirmed by histology,
esophageal cancer of different histological entity or gastric carcinoma affecting the esophagus were excluded.
Dysplasia was classified according to the criteria suggested by the
World Health Organization (WHO) (20), based on those proposed
by the Inflammatory Bowel Disease-Dysplasia Morphology Study
Group (21). All samples were first studied by a qualified pathologist
in order to define the type of BE and to describe changes suggestive of dysplasia. Confirmation of EAC or the grade of dysplasia was
given by a second pathologist, following the established protocol.
The follow-up period was calculated from the date of BE
diagnosis to the last endoscopy with an esophageal biopsy. The
survival period was defined as the time period between the first
diagnosis and the last check-up or death. Patients that fulfilled
the inclusion criteria were initially divided in two groups: a) BE;
and b) EAC. We assessed demographic features such as gender,
age, cigarette smoking (positive when smoking index was > 10),
alcohol consumption (positive when > 15 units/week in men
and > 12 units/week in women), follow-up period (months) and
survival (months) in each group. Subsequently, they were divided into four subgroups according to the reported histological
behavior, ratified by AP results during the study period. Group
1: “BE without dysplasia” (BEWoD); group 2: “BE with stable
dysplasia” (BESD), defined by the presence of dysplasia without progression and/or regression during the follow-up period;
group 3: “BE with dysplasia progression” (BEDP), those with
varying histopathological characteristics during the study period
(following the sequence of metaplasia - low-grade dysplasia/
LGD - high-grade dysplasia /HGD - EAC); and group 4: “EAC”,
without previous BE diagnosis.
Sociodemographic aspects were also studied (gender, age, cigarette smoking and alcohol consumption), as well as BE length measured by endoscopy, survival rate and cause of death in each group.
Regarding BE length, as most of the results were obtained prior to
the establishment of the Prague criteria (C, circumferential extent,
and M, maximum extent) (22,23), BE was measured in centimeters,
counting from the esophageal gastric junction (EGJ) to the proximal
section of the squamocolumnar junction hence distinguishing short
BE (< 3 cm) from long BE (> 3 cm). Once these data were obtained
for each group, a multivariate comparison analysis was carried out,
with the purpose of determining possible risk factors with an influence on the histopathological behavior of BE and EAC.

Statistical analyses
Qualitative and quantitative variables were studied. Quantitative
variables were expressed as means and standard deviation (SD) and
qualitative variables were presented as the total number of events
and percentages. Quantitative independent variables were assessed
using the t-Student test and the non-parametric Mann-Whitney
U test, whilst non-dichotomous variables were studied using the
analysis of variance test (ANOVA). Qualitative variables were assessed using Pearson’s Chi-squared test (χ²). Survival was analyzed
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using Kaplan Meier curves. All statistical tests were carried out
using the SPSS software (version 19, IBM®, Chicago, IL) and a
p value < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

RESULTS
Incidence rates of BE and EAC
According to the study periods and taking into account
our reference population (400,000 inhabitants older than
15 years old), the highest incidence rate (IR) was seen between January 2008 - December 2009 (19/100,000 people/
year) and January 2010 - December 2011 (4.75/100,000
people/year) for BE and EAC, respectively, predominantly
with a short BE (250 cases, 74%) (Fig. 1). IR was calculated for each age group (Fig. 2A), the highest rates were
found in patients of 50-59 years of age (20/100,000 people/
year) and 70-79 years of age (6.5/100,000 people/year) for
BE and EAC, respectively. Histological behavior was also
analyzed by age groups (Fig. 2B), with most cases corresponding to BE without dysplasia, especially between 50-59
years of age (IR 16.5/100,000 people/year).
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Fig. 1. A. The number of Barrett’s esophagus (BE) and esophageal
adenocarcinoma (EAC) cases, short and long BE in time. B. Incidence
rate of BE and EAC in different time intervals.
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Fig. 2. Incidence rates per studied groups. A. Global BE and EAC incidence rates. B. Incidence rate according to histological behavior observed during
follow-up. Per age groups/100,000 persons year. Each interval represents a 10-year age range. BEWoD: BE without dysplasia; BESD: BE with stable
dysplasia; BEDP: BE with dysplasia progression; EAC: Esophageal adenocarcinoma.

Sociodemographic characteristics per group
BE vs. EAC group
Sociodemographic characteristics of each group are
shown in table I. We studied 430 patients, most of them
with short BE (74% of 79% of the cases), whereas 92 patients (21%) had EAC without a previous BE diagnosis. In
both groups, most patients were men (75% and 88% in the
BE and EAC group, respectively), which was statistically
significant when compared to the percentage of women (p
< 0.05). The mean age was 53 and 67 years old in the BE
and EAC groups, respectively (p < 0.05). Likewise, prior alcohol consumption was reported in both groups (52%
and 81%, respectively) as well as cigarette smoking (63%
and 76%, respectively), with a statistically significant association in the case of alcohol consumption (p < 0.05 [CI
95% 1.4-9.5]) but not smoking (p = 0.16 [CI 95% 0.7-4.1]).
The mean follow-up time was 30 months in BE patients
(0-175) and 23.9 months in EAC patients (1-140), which
was statistically significant (p = 0.01). BE patients survival was statistically higher than EAC (92 vs. 24 months,
p < 0.05) and overall mortality was 6.2% vs. 89%, respectively (p < 0.05) (Fig. 3A).
Subgroup analyses
Most patients (62.7%) had BEWoD, and males were
more common in all groups. The youngest population was
found in the BEWoD group (χ‒ = 53 years old) whereas the
Rev Esp Enferm Dig 2016;108(10):609-617

oldest were seen in the EAC group (χ‒ = 66.6 years). Body
mass index (BMI) was calculated in 23 patients from the
BE group (7% of the studied population) and 11 from the
EAC group (12%), showing a higher BMI in patients with
BE with dysplasia (28.09 kg/m2) in comparison to the BEWoD and the EAC groups (25.11 kg/m2 and 23.6 kg/m2,
respectively).
We observed a higher proportion of patients with short
BE in the BEWoD and BESD groups when compared to
the BEDP, which was statistically significant (p < 0.01
and p = 0.014 [CI 95% 2.2-8.6] and 0.27 [CI 0.09-0.7], respectively). Also, alcohol consumption was higher in the
EAC group than in the BEWoD and BESD (p = 0.03 and
p = 0.044, respectively).
The highest survival period was observed in BEDP
patients (115.3 months), and was statistically significant
when compared to the other groups (p < 0.01) (Table II
and Fig. 3B). On the contrary, mortality was significantly
higher in the EAC group (p < 0.001).
During follow-up, 338 patients with BE were studied
(270 w/o dysplasia, 28 with stable dysplasia and 40 with
histological changes). Eight patients progressed to EAC
(2.4%), two of which (25%) died due to complications
derived from their disease. One of them had HGD in his
first endoscopy and passed away 31 months later; the
other one exhibited histological changes, from intestinal
metaplasia to EAC during follow-up, and passed away 60
months after initial diagnosis.
The main causes of death in BE patients were those
related to cardiovascular diseases and non-esophageal
cancer (Table III).
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Table I. Sociodemographic characteristics per group
No. of patients (%)

BE w/o dysplasia

BE with stable dysplasia

BE with dysplasia progression

EAC

270 (63)

28 (7)

40 (9)

92 (21)

p

Sociodemographic parameters
Mean age

52.5

59

53.3

66.6

0.005*

Men (%)

199 (74)

22 (79)

33 (83)

81 (88)

0.008*

Women

71

6

7

11

BMI (N) ()

(11) (25.11)

(10) (28.09)

(2) (27.91)

(11) (23.6)

0.03*

Yes (%)

134 (50)

7 (25)

3 (7.5)

22 (24)

0.16

No (%)

77 (29)

5 (18)

1 (2.5)

8 (9)

Unknown (%)

59 (22)

16 (57)

36 (90)

62 (67)

Yes (%)

110 (41)

6 (21)

3 (7.5)

25 (27)

No (%)

101 (37)

6 (21)

1 (2.5)

6 (6.5)

Unknown (%)

59 (22)

16 (58)

36 (90)

61 (66)

21 (75)

18 (45)

Non applicable

17

22

Gender

Cigarette smoking

Alcohol consumption
0.001*

Endoscopic parameters
BE length
Short (%)
Long

211 (78)
59

Follow-up parameters
Surveillance

27.5 (0-175)

18 (0-152)

58.9 (5-174)

23.9 (1-140)

0.01*

Survival

89.8 (0-210)

77.8 (15-197)

115.3 (31-206)

23.9 (1-140)

< 0.001*

9 (3.3)

7 (25)

5 (12.5)

82 (89)

< 0.001*

Deaths (%)

The results are shown in absolute numbers and percentages. BMI: Body mass index, expressed in kg/m , surveillance and survival shown in months. BE: Barrett’s esophagus;
EAC: Esophageal adenocarcinoma. *Statistically significant (p < 0.05).
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Fig. 3. Kaplan-Meier mortality curves per studied group.
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Table II. Comparison of “p” values” in the different studied parameters per subgroup, according to histological behavior
BEWoD
BESD

BEDP

BESD
EAC

BEDP

BEDP

EAC

EAC

Sociodemographic parameters
Gender

0.575

0.232

0.005*

0.685

0.208

0.394

Age

0.115

0.986

< 0.001*

0.4

0.075

< 0.001*

Cigarette smoking

0.718

0.636

0.170

0.551

0.254

0.973

Alcohol consumption

0.886

0.364

0.003*

0.383

0.044*

0.791

Type of BE

0.703

0.014*

N/A

N/A

Surveillance

0.456

0.01*

N/A

0.01*

N/A

N/A

Survival

0.399

0.01*

< 0.01*

0.001*

< 0.001*

< 0.001*

Deaths

0.01*

0.09

< 0.001*

0.183

< 0.001*

< 0.001*

Endoscopic parameters
0.01*

N/A

Follow-up parameters

BEWoD: BE without dysplasia; BESD: BE with stable dysplasia; BEDP: BE with dysplasia progression; EAC: Esophageal adenocarcinoma. *Statistically significant (p < 0.05).

Table III. Cause of death in the different groups
Total

BEWoD

BESD

BEDP

EAC

23 (22)

0

7 (100)

1 (20)

15 (18)

6 (67)

0

1

0

Cause of death
Cardiovascular disease (%)
Neoplastic disease (%)

7 (7)

Bladder adenocarcinoma

2 (22)

Pancreatic adenocarcinoma

1 (11)

Hepatocarcinoma

1 (11)

Prostate cancer

1 (11)

Hodgkin’s disease

1 (11)

Liver disease (decompensated alcoholic cirrhosis) (%)
Complications related to EAC (sepsis, multi-organ failure, etc.) (%)
Total

1 (20)

4 (4)

3 (33)

0

1 (20)

0

69 (67)

0

0

2

67 (82)

103

9

7

5

82

BEWoD: BE without dysplasia; BESD: BE with stable dysplasia; BEDP: BE with dysplasia progression; EAC: Esophageal adenocarcinoma.

DISCUSSION
Nowadays, neoplastic diseases continue to be a frequent
cause of morbidity and mortality in developed countries,
only preceded by cardiovascular diseases as a cause of
death in the adult population. In the last years, different
studies have reported a decrease in most of the prevalent
types of cancer, yet other types such as pancreatic, liver,
thyroid, kidney and esophageal adenocarcinoma have increased, with up to a six-fold increase in the latter (24-26).
In the meta-analysis published by Yousef et al. (27),
the incidence of AEC among patients with BE was 5.3
per 1,000 persons/year. However, Gilbert et al. (28) described that BE could affect from 1.6% to 6.8% of the
general population. In our series, BE and AEC incidence
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rates have increased from 2.25 and 1.25 per 100,000 inhabitants in 1996 to 6.5 and 4.75 per 100,000 in 2011, respectively. This represents an increase of more than 350%
during the last years.
Most EAC cases were newly diagnosed, without a
previous BE diagnosis. In the series published by Corley
(29), the EAC incidence among BE cases was only 5%
whilst in our series it represented 2.4% of all cases. Analyses of the studied risk factors are also included.
Gender
In this study, we replicated the observations made by
most authors, that the incidence in men is much higher
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than in women in both BE and EAC cases. Yousef has
calculated an incidence rate of EAC in previous BE of
10.2/1,000 persons/year in men and 4.5/1,000 persons/
year in women. Kubo et al. (30) carried out a study that
included patients from 1973 to 1998, finding that the risk
of developing EAC was 8 times higher in men than in
women; furthermore, Cook et al. (31) described that men
were not only more susceptible to the development of BE
but, once established, the risk of progression to cancer
was also higher. In the present study, 75% of the patients
with BE were men, whilst this proportion rose up to 88%
in the EAC group.
Age
Determining how much risk age represents in the development of asymptomatic diseases, such as BE, is a difficult task. Nearly all the results described by Corley et al.
(32) were obtained in an indirect manner; mostly using
different databases form Endoscopy units. The incidence
of BE adjusted to the volume of endoscopies performed
was 7/100,000 persons/year in the age range from 21-30
years (the lowest one registered), slowly increasing until
its highest value in the 61-70 years age range (31/100,000
person/year). In the present study, the highest age range
was almost a decade younger, showing an incidence rate
of 20/100,000 persons/year, in the 50-59 years age range.
On the other hand, the highest incidence rate of EAC is
observed two decades later, 6.5/100,000 persons/year in
the range of 70-79 years of age.
There are several factors that could explain the higher incidence during the 5th-6th decade of life, such as the
accumulative effect of the damage caused by gastric and
bile acids/bases on the esophageal mucosa caused by
GERD which may eventually lead to metaplastic changes
as a mechanism of defense.
Another interesting observation is the study of histological behavior according to the different age ranges.
Hence, as the population grows older, the number of cases
with progressive histological changes also increases,
reaching its highest incidence in the range of 60-69 years
of age; it then remains stable until the next decade. This
ascending pattern of dysplasia is quite similar to that observed for EAC. However, we must take into account that
ageing is also accompanied by other factors, such as the
carcinogenic factor per se of cellular ageing or the acquisition of different habits which may be even more pernicious than age itself. If we take as an example the National Survey of Health in Spain, published by the Ministry of
Health, Equality and Social Policies (33), the age range
with a higher cigarette smoking rate is from 50 to 60 years
of age (34% of men and 30% of women, approximately).
This survey also highlights that obesity (another factor involved in the appearance of BE) has increased from 7.4%
to 17% in the last 25 years, especially in men (around
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18% of adult male population have a BMI > 30 kg/m2).
This percentage increases in a direct proportion with age,
until reaching 74 years, when it starts to decrease.
Obesity
In this study, the BMI of patients with BE and dysplasia was higher in comparison to those with BEWoD
and EAC (28 kg/m2 vs. 25.11 kg/m2 and 23.6 kg/m2, respectively). Regarding the fact that the sample size was
small, our results are consistent with those obtained by
Cook et al. (34), in which only 10 out of 295 studies fulfilled the inclusion criteria. The odds ratio (OR) for adiposity was 0.99 per kg/m2, concluding that the traditional
risk attributable to adiposity is probably lower than expected. Cook’s observations have been supported by another study conducted by Kubo et al. (35). This paper included 14 studies in which 2,488 cases of EAC and 2,509
cases of GEJ cancer were analyzed. Patients with a BMI
> 25 kg/m2 had a higher risk of developing EAC (OR 2.2
in men, 2.0 in women) as well as GEJ cancer (OR 1.5).
Based on Vaughan’s (36) findings, histological, genetic
and cytometric variations are observed in patients with
abdominal adiposity, but not in those with elevated BMI,
leading to the conclusion that the attributable risk of adiposity was due to central obesity (hip-waist index < 1),
mostly observed in men.
There is another research line that assesses the role of
insulin resistance in the obese population, which has already been proved to be related to other types of cancer
(breast, prostate, lung, colon and rectum), as stated by Yu
(37).
Alcohol consumption and cigarette smoking
An observation of this study is that most patients with
BE are alcohol abstainers, which was statistically significant in comparison to those with EAC. According to
histological data, there were more patients that consumed
alcohol in the EAC group than in the BEWoD or BESD
group. These results are in accordance with those obtained by Veugelers et al. (38), in which alcohol is a risk
factor associated with progression of BE. This, however,
differs from more recent studies conducted by Thrift et al.
(39). In the latter, the author has reviewed the database
of the BEACON Consortium, which includes more than
3,000 patients. After comparison with control subjects, it
was found that low levels of daily alcohol consumption
(3-5 alcohol beverages with low alcohol content) could
act as a protective factor in BE whilst higher consumption
was apparently not related to the presence/absence of BE
or EAC.
With regards to cigarette smoking, there is clear evidence of its carcinogenic potential associated with EAC.
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Thus, the study conducted by Cook et al. (40) is well worth
mentioning, in which a direct association is reported between cigarette smoking and the incidence of BE, with an
ascending slope that reaches a plateau in 20 packs/year.
Length of Barrett’s esophagus
Regarding the length of BE (short vs. long) and its relationship with histological behavior, our study shows that
short BE (< 3 cm) seems to display a more benign behavior as most of them do not develop dysplasia or, when
they do, it remains stable. Identifying this factor as a risk
factor in the progression of dysplasia and EAC is not an
easy task, as all published series are quite heterogeneous
and have shown conflicting results. In this regard, the
study by Anaparthy et al. (41) stands out. Among its results, 1,175 patients were studied, finding that in those
with BE > 3cm the risk of developing HGD or EAC was
increased by 28% for each additional centimeter. This observation was replicated in the present study, as the length
of BE was < 3 cm in 78% of BEWoD cases whilst in 55%
of the cases in which histological changes were more aggressive and sustained degeneration/progression to dysplasia was observed, BE length was > 3 cm. In a more
recent study, Pohl et al. (42) question the effectiveness of
testing programs, especially in short and ultra-short BE.
In this review of 1,017 patients with EAC stage T1 they
prove that, in order to detect EAC over a previous BE
diagnosis, annual endoscopy should be performed in 450
patients with long BE, in 3,440 patients with short BE and
in the majority of 12,364 patients with ultra-short BE.
Overall survival in the EAC group was lower in comparison to the other groups, with a mean of 23 months.
However, it was quite unexpected that survival was longer in those patients with progression of dysplasia, and the
highest mortality rate, except for the EAC group, was observed in the BESD group. This result, although contradictory at first, is explained after analyzing the population
in each group as well as the different causes of death. The
number of deaths in the BESD group was higher (7 patients, 25% of the sample) and the BMI values were also
higher in this group. These factors seem to be directly related to the causes of death in this group, as death did not
occur as a consequence of esophageal disease but rather due to cardiovascular pathologies. The percentage of
deaths in patients without dysplasia remained relatively
low (3.3%). These results support the observations shown
by other study groups (43-45) according to which patients
with BE are quite similar to the general population as
cardiovascular risk factors are the main determinants of
survival.
EAC appeared in 8 out of 40 cases in which dysplasia
progressed, all of them in relatively short periods of time
(15-60 months). In five of these cases, BE progressed
straight from intestinal metaplasia to EAC, without any
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evidence of dysplasia in screening biopsies. Thus, dysplasia was observed in only three of the cases that subsequently developed EAC. This finding can be explained by
several reasons, maybe the most important one linked to
insufficient biopsies, inadequate histopathological interpretation, or a combination of both.
In summary, in the present study both incidence rate
and prevalence of Barrett’s esophagus and esophageal
adenocarcinoma have increased in the last years. In both
entities, male gender has been found to be a risk factor.
Age and alcohol consumption are related to the development of EAC. Long BE (> 3 cm) has been the only factor
related to the progression of BE. In most cases, EAC is
diagnosed with the onset of neoplastic disease and in a
minority of cases due to a previous BE. Cardiovascular
diseases and non-esophageal neoplasia were found to be
the main determinants in BE patients.
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